NEW PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Terydon releases Recall feature
upgrade for tube bundle cleaning
NAVARRE, Ohio — Terydon Inc. recently
released its latest upgrade to its Lunch Box
Wireless Control in the Recall feature for
tube bundle cleaning. As the name implies,
the operator can
now load a previously performed
cleaning job on the
touch-screen tablet
control and activate
a 100-percent automated clean of the
tube bundle. By a
simple press-andhold of a button, the
Terydon Inc. recently
hands-free cleaning released its Recall feature
device will activate upgrade.
the high-pressure
water, feed and retract the lances, accurately
navigate to each tube to be cleaned and generate a summary report upon completion.
For more information, visit www.tery
don.com or contact product support at
sales@terydon.com.

MATCOR by BrandSafway earns
patent for Iron Gopher®
KENNESAW, Ga. — MATCOR, a
BrandSafway company, recently earned a
design patent for its Iron Gopher®, a linear anode designed to prevent corrosion
through cathodic protection in horizontal directional drilling (HDD) applications.
With a braided stainless steel jacket for
linear anode protection during installation
and a built-in pulling loop for connecting to
the drilling head, the Iron Gopher provides
approximately 200-percent more pulling
strength than traditional anodes used in
HDD applications.
It is available in standard and dual-end
models, which can both be connected to a
DC power source for active cathodic protection with a current. The standard model
is used for most cathodic methods, such as
roads, streams and property crossings, and
the dual-end model is typically used under
tank operations or anywhere it is not possi-

MATCOR, a BrandSafway company, recently
earned a design patent for its Iron Gopher®.
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ble to connect both ends of the linear anode.
For more information, visit www.mat
cor.com/products/matcor-iron-gopher.

Butterworth now offers 1.5-inch tank
cleaning hose
HOUSTON — Butterworth Inc., the leading
manufacturer of the highest-quality 2-inch
tank cleaning hose, now offers a 1.5-inch
tank cleaning hose option. Developed with
the same specifications as the 2-inch model,
this smaller-sized hose performs to top
industry standards.

With a design based on decades of practical experience in training development, its
modular approach permits the user to easily
access the subject material in small individual modules or by larger curriculums based
on the user’s role within the organization. A
dedicated resource section contains downloadable documentation and assignments
specific to each module, and an “Ask the
Instructor” feature allows users to reach out
to real instructors. Over 60 modules cover
subjects ranging from pre-alignment checks
through inspecting gearboxes to implementing
Precision Maintenance® and root-cause failure
elimination.
For more information, visit www.reli
abilitysolutions.net or call (251) 490-2999.

Sun Coast now offers EPA-approved
ethanol-free gasoline

Butterworth Inc. now offers a 1.5-inch tank
cleaning hose option.

Designed for use in all marine and industrial tank cleaning applications, Butterworth hose
is the customer preferred hose when safety and
strength are imperative.
All Butterworth hose is quality produced
with a test certificate guaranteeing workmanship and performance, as well as an industry-leading five-year warranty. Hoses are available in lengths of 25, 50 and 75 feet.
For more information, visit www.
butterworth.com or call (866) 920-3233.

Reliability Solutions launches
Reliable Manufacturing®
On Demand
WALNUT HILL, Fla. — Reliability Solutions
has launched a new workforce development
product. Reliable Manufacturing® On Demand
is an intuitive, web-based training system
designed to provide the practical knowledge
vital to implementing Reliable Manufacturing.

Reliability Solutions has launched
a new workforce development product:
Reliable Manufacturing® On Demand.
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HOUSTON — Sun Coast Resources Inc.
now offers EPA-approved, reformulated ethanol-free 87-octane gasoline in the Houston
area. Boaters and consumers concerned about
the reliable performance of gasoline-containing ethanol now have another option. This
new gasoline contains 12.5-percent isobutanol, in place of the existing 10-percent blend
of ethanol. According to Sun Coast, gasoline
made with isobutanol is another offering it can
provide to the marketplace to meet demand in
RFG (reformulated gasoline) areas.
For more information, visit www.sun
coastresources.com or call (713) 844-9600.

inoLECT releases isoRAC® Single
Application Remote Racking Device
BATON ROUGE, La. — inoLECT has
released its isoRAC® Single Application
Remote Racking Device. This lightweight,
user-friendly device is easy to install, operate
and remove, and requires no switchgear modifications be made.
The unit monitors applied torque and revolution count during the operation process
and limits torque to protect against switchgear
damage. The operation remote displays an
indication light when in use.
For more information, visit www.
inolect.com or call (844) inoLECT
[466-5328].

inoLECT’s isoRAC® Single Application Remote
Racking Device.
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StoneAge’s AutoBox ABX-3L designed
to handle even tougher jobs
DURANGO, Colo. — StoneAge has introduced the latest advancement in tube cleaning
technology: the updated AutoBox ABX-3L,
which features several enhancements for contractors who need to push beyond the limits in
the most difficult cleaning conditions.

StoneAge’s updated AutoBox ABX-3L.

The updated AutoBox ABX-3L has more
power for demanding applications. It delivers
proven performance for vertical cleaning, long
runs or large hose, and is optimized for triple-,
dual- and single-lance setups. The new belt
features include:
• Two drive belts for different temperatures and fouling conditions.
• Swap belts in seconds with no tools.
For more information, visit www.
stoneagetools.com or call (866) 795-1586.

Hudson doubles standard warranty
period on Tuf-Lite® fan assemblies
BEASLEY, Texas — Hudson Products, a
subsidiary of Chart Energy & Chemicals
Inc., has doubled the standard warranty
period of its U.S.-manufactured Tuf-Lite®
axial fans from 18 to 36 months.
The Tuf-Lite brand is synonymous
with superior cooling performance across
multiple industries, including power generation, refining, oil and gas transmission,
and natural gas liquefaction. Furthermore,
Hudson is the only manufacturer to offer its
own high-efficiency fans in fiberglass-reinforced plastic.
Computational fluid dynamics and finite
element analysis are utilized during the
design phase to deliver the optimum aerodynamic solution for energy efficiency and
structural strength.

Hudson Products has doubled the standard
warranty period on Tuf-Lite® fan assemblies.
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